
Super Multy Computer for colonization and research space or 
other space galaxies and planets, the development of human 
civilization. 

-  Research  laboratories,  production  of  materials,  warehousing,  material  processing  (softwares).
Artificial human intelligence that supports human civilization and human life.
-  A database  of  researchers  and  transport  or  colonization  and  research,  communication,  other
technologies,  the possibility of  using the database on their  production.  This  fraught  with super
computer  that  is  able  to  design  new  technology  and  produce  new  technology  by  their  own
intelligence and abilities to develop. Computers for technology research and development in this
category as required for colonization. Knowledge of all the responses and relatedness in physics,
chemistry, astronomy, biology, robotics, other sciences. Map database and all other civilizations or
other  unpopulated  space  in  the  universe.  Exploitation  of  the  telescope,  a  3D  radar  locator,
observatories, probes and satellites, colonization and research robots with intelligence and space
telescopes in space, signal transmitters, colonization ships and various types of gun for high galactic
speed transport, enjoy and communicate with each produced technology which is designed for the
development of civilizations on other planets, or anywhere in the universe.
- The ability to use programs for the prediction time-space, prostor around us and kind of ability to
mathematically calculate the date for the time-space, prostor in uninhabited or in an unfamiliar area,
also has the ability to find new unknown civilization, or other events and activities.
- Programs for the ability to encrypt and decipher a foreign language, symbols and culture or human
motives sign. Encryption according to similarities in language symbols in the gestures, the facial
features, architecture, names and pictures, historical knowledge and position, the development of
culture and the movement of peoples on planet Earth or in space. It is a program that is based on the
ability to mathematically constantly expand and control all site radios, internet, media, environment.
The program has saved strategy to communicate because he uses the second database which is
based on human artificial intelligence against a database with agreements on political and economic
cooperation with foreign civilizations.
-  Ability  to  independently expand their  own radar  and Observation  and research  and transport
infrastructure, the ability to expand the telecommunications network, internet and digital networks,
establishing new colonization and observation point and stations. Programmed destination is create
a research, surveillance and subsequent civilization networks on each new planet or galaxy, other
mathematical needed strategically point in space. A research and development Centrale on each
cluster of stars, a cluster of other particles in the universe, each stellar Sistema, Sistema in solar, in
galaxiixh and other habitats. Cil research and colonizing work is to get as much of the soil sample
and  the  whole  region,  from the  atmosphere  and,  other  space.  The  lights,  energy,  temperature,
movement  of  soil,  atmosphere,  noise,  cycle  more.  Then  do  research  on  knowledge  and  sites,
research in laboratories with androids, then send all acquired information to a central computer on
the planet Earth and in other central computer in galactic ships, to create a common communication.
Then  will  run  the  program  to  calculate  the  best  options  in  the  direction  of  civilization  and
development program for the ability to design new civilization civilization according to the latest
research and best new success. This may be human civilization, android, researchers, military for
defense, industrial production, transport section, the main telecommunication and locate point or a
computer  database,  any  other  type  of  civilization).  Thereafter  comes  the  creation  of  a  new



civilization according to the selected option. Civilization will begin to build using laboratory for the
production of the material and assistance services for intelligent robots and other robotic device.
- Program without intermission creates 3D and 4D it formed entirely by civilization or networks in
the area and of other civilized places. Program can create another dimension, another formation
from areal and that can carry digital to the next station and can be reflected in the space on planet
Earth or on other sites that are designed for observation. Interactive maps of all areas and constantly
calculation of all values in the atmosphere, the values found in the soil, any other known values in
Sistema and recording of the whole movement or robot work in a digital map in the map of the
whole area.
- A database of all genes and DNA, or other genome formula and storage of samples or DNA of
other genes. Database of human genes, the genes of animals, genes of plants and other organisms.
Laboratory for the development of a gene cloning, gene or pest and creating sistematic for growing
all  genes  with  the  ability  to  calculate  their  network  connection  per  connection  in  the  body.
Laboratories  and  databases  are  portable  cosmos,  are  fundamental  part  of  any  package  of
colonization.  Program  that  cares  about  the  development  of  the  gene  and  their  replykaci,
mathematical calculations, to generate genomniho individuals, the possibilities for the use in gene
technology. The program has instaled always maintain body form of a man in a healthy form.
-  The  ability  for  expanding  (a  form  of  own  production)  their  Computer  Parts  and  intelligent
programs or inter physiology computers. ability to develop forms of research in the laboratory and
harvest of new data. Installed experimentally own program to help in the direction of research,
mathematics, creating a new intelligent networks, for the development of civilization and more. The
ability to produce these targets across the industry and expand the addition of new technology,
robotic  devices  or  other  software  and computer  stations.  Ability replication  technology and its
development according to the chosen strategy or actual need.
- Supercomputers and their networks are deployed on many planets and galaxies, or in other zones.
It is a computer that are represented in the form of Human artificial intelligence super computers
which  represents  other  computers  and  represents,  communicates  with  other  people  and  allies.
Human  intelligence  has  the  possibility  to  manipulate  computers  and  guide  it  as  necessary  for
humankind, supports human life and civilization. Calendar of all movements.
-  Computers  have  expert  knowledge  of  geometry  and  geometry  of  space,  the  same  physics,
chemistry,  electronics,  programming,  processor,  research  progress,  a  combination  of  response,
movements  of  various  response  functions  civilization,  all  of  utilities  and  intelligent  networks,
human needs  and requirements  to  prove  everyone  away and found evidence  Store  to  personal
calendar and then use these data for development. The computer has greatly expanded databases of
information, the computer is able to expand the information itself.
-  The  computer  has  the  ability  to  interact  with  other  supercomputers  such  as  Computers  for,,
development  of human civilization and cities'  (according to  my plan is  intended first  to  Planet
Earth), then the exchange of information identified and used to develop their civilization.
-  Is  another  option.  Supercomputers  for  teaching  and  education  of  children  from  laboratory
production. The best taktyky for education. Database for the manufacture of robots for education of
children  and their  health  care.  for  children's  education,  civilization,  to  generate  tailor-made  by
children and their needs for proper education, then as needed according to their growth and future
life requirements. Part of the genetic package, while Boxes production laboratory, artificial source
and processing of substances, database computers for instruction according to their development
and subsequent launch full functionality.
-  Is  another  option.  Supercomputers  for  teaching  and  education  of  children  from  laboratory
production. The best tactics for education. Database for the manufacture of robots for education of
children  and their  health  care.  for  children's  education,  civilization,  to  generate  tailor-made  by
children and their needs for proper education, then as needed according to their growth and future
life requirements. Part of the genetic package, while package for production laboratory, artificial
source  and  processing  of  substances,  database  computers  for  instruction  according  to  their
development  and  subsequent  launch  full  functionality.  Database  for  the  development  of



laboratories, maintenance and processing of the gene for the created stations for the production and
processing of raw materials for production of the new technology. To create a civilization.
- Special package for sending to extraterrestrial civilizations. This package is for communication
made by finding the symbol database and other similar maneuvers. Databaze gestures, text, images
and  more.  The  computer  is  able  to  independently  learn  new  values  and  meanings,  and
diplomatically communicate the strategy to develop policy.


